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Summary information

Repository: Dalhousie University Archives

Title: Manuscript journal, detailing an expedition along the Atlantic Coast of
Nova Scotia and parts of New Brunswick situated on the Bay of Fundy,
July 19, 1684 – September 14, 1684

Reference code: MS-2-370, Oversize Folder 1

Date: July 19, 1684 – September 14, 1684 (date of creation)

Language: French

Physical description: 34 pages : 22 x 32 cm

Note [generalNote]:
Preferred citation: Manuscript journal, detailing an expedition along
the Atlantic Coast of Nova Scotia and parts of New Brunswick
situated on the Bay of Fundy, July 19, 1684 – September 14, 1684,
MS-2-370, Oversize Folder 1, Dalhousie University Archives,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

The ship "Marianne" departed on an expedition along the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia and parts of New
Brunswick situated on the Bay of Fundy, July 19, 1684 - September 14, 1684. The ship was accompanied
at first by another ship, the "St. Louis." The owner of the boats, who also organized the expedition was M.
Bergier. The crew consisted of Abraham Boudrot (or Goudrot - Captain), Guillame Guertin (pilot), Jean
de Callais, Jean Lestidou, Jacque Petitpas Matelot, Julien Garson, and M. Challe.

Custodial history

The journal was purchased by Dalhousie Universty from a book dealer in New York, New York in 1979.
The purchase was funded in part by a grant from the Cultural Property Export Import Act.
It is possible, but not certain, that M. Challe authored the journal.

Scope and content

Item is a cartographic journal containing daily entries and twenty-five cartographic diagrams and
topographical illustrations showing coastlines, elevations, distances (in leagues), water depths, capes,
bays, rivers, inlets, islands and other geographical features.
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Scotia and parts of New Brunswick situated on the Bay of Fundy, July 19, 1684 – September 14, 1684From the accounts of the first few days, the jump off point must have been somewhere near Mahone

Bay or Lunenburg, on the southern coast of Nova Scotia. Few observations are recorded during the first
week; the aim seems to have been to reach an initial destination of Grand Manan Island. At this point,
beginning on July 25, 1684, detailed observations are made of all islands, rocks, and other geographical
objects, along with more specific information concerning water depths (given in braces), types of currents,
prevailing winds, distances between landmarks (given in leagues), places of secure anchorage, danger
zones, etc. Most of the observed areas are accompanied by topographical illustrations which depict not
only the contours of the coastline, but also elevations from sea level.
The expedition proceeded from Grand Manan Island down into Passamaquoddy Bay (this is not named,
but the St. Croix River is), then Northeast along the coast of New Brunswick to the entrance to the St.
John River. At this point, the expedition encountered at least two British war vessels, equipped with
cannons. An envoy from the expedition was sent to the British ships, apparently commanded by John
Nelson, the nephew of the first proprietor of New Brunswick; assurances are exchanged, the envoy is
returned, and the expedition again proceeds along its way. Much of this portion of the expedition was
obscured by a dense and persistent thick fog which made the task of the cartographer at times impossible,
as he frequently notes.
From St. John River, the expedition turned back again across the Bay of Fundy, along Long Island, down
along the Western coast of Nova Scotia to Cape Sable. This destination is reached by July 31, 1684,
and here some days are passed waiting out a violent storm. Another British ship is mentioned, though
no contact was made. The coastline from Cape Sable all the way to Margaret's Bay is represented by
numerous illustrations. The weather seems to have been more favourable, and much of the area was
apparently uncharted.
This portion of the journey includes descriptions and illustrations of Cape Negro, Baye du Port Razor,
Riv. des Jardins, Port Rosignol, Sable River, La Have Harbour, Mahone Bay (called here Mirligaich),
Margaret's Bay, etc. The expedition continues from Margaret's Bay on to the Northeast, with observations
of Cape Sambro, Riv. Chibouetou. Riv. Maganchis, Cape Thiodor, and it ends at St. Mary's River, on
September 14, 1684.
Appended to the journal is a twelve page "Inventaire pour servir a l'armament et consommation du
nav(igation)," in which a very detailed list of hundreds of items is presented. The two categories that
receive the most attention are boat fixtures (e.g., sails, bowsprites, halyards, stays, topsails, masts,
anchors, rope, riggings, etc.) and armaments (e.g., cannons, ammunitions, guns, other weapons, etc.).
Surgical equipment is briefly mentioned. Extraneous observations are also included from time to time:
an abundance of fish off Cape Forcheau; arborage and foliage on shore; disembarkments, during one of
which one of the crew apparently attempted to desert.

Notes

Title notes

Physical condition

The journal is in good condition. The pages have been removed from the binding and the corners are
worn, but the writing and drawings are legible.
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Alternative form available

A photocopy of journal can be found in MS-2-Ref (Box 12, File 5).

Restrictions on access

A photocopy of the journal will be used for on-site reference purposes unless a reasonable need to view
the original can be established.

Conditions governing use

Materials do not circulate and must be used in the Archives and Special Collections Reading Room.
Contact departmental staff for guidance on reproduction.

Accruals

No further accruals expected.

Other notes

• Publication status: Published
• Level of detail: Full
• Status description: Final

Access points

• Boudrot (Goudrot), Abraham (subject)
• Cartographic material (documentary form)
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Historical geography--Maps (subject)
• Manuscripts (subject)
• Ships (subject)
• Maps (subject)
• Cape Sable Island (N.S.) (place)
• Lunenburg (N.S.) (place)

Collection holdings
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